Saffron a Prototype Example for Evidence Based Herbal Medicine
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Abstract

Evidence-based medicine is now generally perceived to be the dominant operating system in conventional medicine. Evidence-based medicine developed concurrently with the internet and the world wide web. This is no coincidence since evidence-based medicine suggests a personal responsibility for clinicians to keep abreast of research that would be difficult without the information access that the web provides. Over the last two decades, evidence based herbal medicine has been considered as interesting field. One of prototype example of evidence based medicine is saffron. In this paper, we review saffron from evidence point of view.
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Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is now generally perceived to be the dominant operating system in conventional medicine. EBM developed concurrently with the internet and the world wide web. This is no coincidence since EBM suggests a personal responsibility for clinicians to keep abreast of research that would be difficult without the information access that the web provides. The term “evidence-based medicine” first appears in 1991, in a piece by Gordon Guyatt [1]. But EBM came to the attention of a wider audience in 1992 with an article by the Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group [2] that boldly proclaimed EBM as a “new paradigm” in medicine.

It is unsurprising then that some have counseled complementary and alternative medicine practitioners to resist EBM. The concept of EBM has been widely adopted by orthodox Western medicine. Proponents of EBM have argued that Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) modalities ought to be subject to rigorous, controlled trials. However, this does not represent a scientific necessity, but rather is a philosophical demand: promoters of EBM seek to establish their particular epistemology as the primary arbiter of all medical knowledge. This claim is problematic. The methods for obtaining knowledge in a healing art must be coherent with that art’s understanding and theory of illness.

In the last century, western countries have seen a dramatic movement of the population away from the countryside into cities and towns. There has been a shift in the exposure and thus mind set of modern man away from the energetic natural world of nature that they experienced in the countryside into the more physical material world of towns and cities. This has happened in parallel with the development of science and the scientific way, along with a reduction or even discontinuance in the use of the human senses of touch, taste, smell and visual observation as a means of evaluating one's surroundings. There has been a similar shift in the mindset of Medicinal Herb Practitioners where in the practice of their herbal medicine they now focus on the herbal extract as being a liquid extract of a stated quantity of chemical compounds rather than it being a vibrant energetic extract of a living plant containing an 'extract' of the plant's vibrational essence including its chemicals.

As the basis for the practice of herbal medicine becomes more scientific in its approach, the question that needs to be asked is: is the practice direction in order to maximize the healing potential of herbal extracts and is this direction in the best interests of the patient? Or is it more to prove herbal medicines are therapeutically beneficial to governments and pharmaceutical companies?

The efficacy of medicinal herbs does need to be established and toxicity, contraindications and side effects also need to be investigated, and this is best done with clinical research and trials that at this time are being conducted almost exclusively on efficacy and are limited in number most probably because of funding. Very little to no
attention is being given to the more traditional fresh herbal extracts.

Many herbal medicines are now being supported by scientific evidence and have been shown to exert significant effects in the body, relieve symptoms, treat disease and improve everyday function. Any ‘expert’ who still states there’s no scientific evidence to support the use of herbal medicines hasn’t done their homework. One of prototype example is saffron (*Crocus sativus*) for Alzheimer’s disease and depression.

Saffron is the world’s most expensive spice, derived from the flower of *Crocus sativus*. The *Crocus sativus* is a grass-like and perennial plant that grows 20 to 30 cm high. There is a large squat tuber, surrounded by reticulate and fibrous sheaths. The leaves are erect or splayed, narrow, and have a ciliate margin and keel. Each saffron bears up to four flowers, each with three vivid crimson stigmas [3]. Indeed, it is a Persian herb with a history as long as the Persian Empire itself. Iran, the world's largest producer of saffron has been investing in research into saffron's potential medicinal uses [4, 5].

**Depression**

To date, five published randomized controlled trials have been published about effects of saffron on depression. The first evidence-based study on this subject was published in 2004 showing that saffron was as efficacious as imipramine in the short-term treatment of mild to moderate depression in adults [6]. Importantly, saffron was more tolerable than imipramine (which often causes anticholinergic side effects). Subsequently, saffron was compared to placebo in a six-week randomized controlled trial of 40 adult patients with mild to moderate depression. Saffron resulted in about 12-point reduction on Hamilton depression rating scale (HDRS) compared with only five points seen with the placebo. Tolerability profile of saffron was similar to the placebo [7]. Later, several studies provided evidence for antidepressant effects of different *Crocus sativus* L. constituents compared with both placebo and fluoxetine. Both petal and stigma of Crocus sativus L. have shown beneficial effects for treatment of depression [6]. The mechanism of action of antidepressant effects of saffron is not clearly understood. However, reuptake inhibition of monoamines, glutamate antagonism, and possibly improved Brain Derived Neurotrophic factor signaling might be implicated in its mechanism of action [8, 9]. In summary, saffron extract with a dose of 20 mg twice daily, seems to be as efficacious and tolerable as fluoxetine for short-term treatment of mild to moderate depression [10]. Long-term studies for comparison of relapse rates are still lacking. Interestingly, saffron does not cause sexual side effects generally associated with fluoxetine use; indeed it can prevent or treat some aspects of fluoxetine induced sexual impairment [11, 12].

Several constituents of saffron including safranal, crocin, crocetin, and carotenoids have shown neuroprotective properties in animal models of ischemic, oxidative, traumatic, and inflammatory brain injury [13, 14]. Among several constituent of saffron, crocin showed
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the highest neuroprotective activity in one study. The neuroprotective activity of crocin is probably secondary to enhancement of glutathione synthesis through increasing expression of gamma-glutamylcysteinyl synthase. In a hemi-parkinsonian mouse model, crocetin pretreatment preserved levels of GSH, dopamine, and activity of antioxidant enzymes, and protected neurons of substantia nigra [15].

*Crocus sativus* L. is increasingly being studied as a memory enhancer. Saffron can attenuate the deleterious effect of ethanol on memory registration and retrieval, and prevent ethanol-induced inhibition of hippocampal long-term potentiation [16, 17]. Crocin seems to be involved in spatial memory and recognition and blocked scopolamine-induced performance deficits in the step-through passive avoidance and radial water maze tests [18, 19]. Saffron showed similar protective effects on recognition and spatial memory in chronic stress and hypoperfusion models of memory impairment [20, 21].

In an animal model of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) induced by intraventricular injection of streptozocin, Khalili et al. showed that administration of crocin resulted in significantly better results in passive avoidance test [22]. In a 16-week placebo-controlled study, 46 patients with mild to moderate AD were assigned to saffron 15 mg twice daily or placebo. At the end of the trial, saffron was associated with a significantly better outcome on cognitive function than placebo. Importantly, tolerability of saffron was similar to placebo [23]. In a 22-week donepezil-controlled study, saffron 15 mg twice daily was compared to donepezil 5 mg twice daily. Saffron was as efficacious as donepezil, but was associated with lower frequency of side effects than donepezil [24]. The mechanism of action of cognitive enhancement by saffron merits further consideration. Saffron seems to both antagonize glutamatergic activity on NMDA receptors (similar to memantine) [25, 26] and to inhibit acetylcholinesterases (similar to donepezil) [27]. AD is associated with inflammatory activation in the brain as shown by several studies. Saffron (particularly its crocin and crocetin constituents) effectively inhibited glial activation induced by interferon and amyloid beta, and reduced levels of several inflammatory markers in the rat brain [28, 29].
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